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Native American Books 

● Students were studying Native Americans in social studies.
● Students were studying expository writing in language arts.
● Each child chose a tribe they wanted to study in depth.
● They did their research in social studies class.
● They did their writing in language arts.
● They shared their final stories during our Native American day, planned cumulatively by both 

teachers. 



Chatterpix 
● This project was for our early explorer unit.
● Students worked in partners to research the 

explorer of their choice from our textbook.
● Together, they had to write a script in first 

person- like they were the explorer themselves.
● Some topics they had to research were early 

life, the expedition, and major accomplishments.
● Their script was read through the Chatterpix 

app.

○ Chatterpix is a free app (We have them 

on iPads).  The students voice syncs up to 
a picture.

● Chatterpixes were uploaded to Youtube so 
students could listen to each others.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gg0q7CxE48A


Colonial Newspapers 

● Students had reached the early colonization of America.
● Students had just finished a newspaper, article, and short informational                 

text reading unit were preparing to start writing their own newspaper articles.
● Children were put into mixed ability groups of 4-5 kids, and each group chose an early 

colony (Philadelphia, New York, Boston, or Charleston).
● Each child became a reporter and researched a different major event from their colony.
● They researched in social studies class.
● Then they wrote their article in language arts class.
● They also were able to add other “extras” to their newspapers.
● They shared their final stories during a day when their classes were mixed together.



Cultural Fair
● Students had free choice as to which country 

they wanted to research and present on.
● Students chose the partner/partners they 

wanted to work with (Two is company, sometimes 
three's a crowd).

● The project lasted 4 weeks.  First three weeks 
were research and writing 7 topic paragraphs 
between social studies and language arts classes. 
Last week was for display boards and practicing 
presentations.

● Students present their final product in a fair 
atmosphere amongst the school and family..



Choral Reading 

● Students read poems and short stories to practice fluency during language arts class.
● Before I pass out the copies to the kids, I highlight different parts. 
● Some lines have only one child reading, some have two, some have a group, some have the 

whole class. 
● THe kids don’t know who is reading with them, or if they are reading alone. 
● They practice reading fluently, trying to match their pace of the other kids, and keep the 

story on the same tempo. 
● We usually read the story 3 times on the first setting, then sometimes we go back and 

read it more at a later time. 
● I try to use many social studies poems or stories while doing this.  Sometimes I have used 

historical speeches. 



American Revolution VIP 
● Individual Project
● Students were provided with a list of American 

Revolution Very Important People.  VIPs could not 
be repeated throughout class.

● Students research early life, middle life, 
American Revolution impact, and later life in a 
biography essay.

● I supply students with formatted notes of what 
to research and questions to answer.

● Students then created a hanger person with a 
hanger, construction paper, and additional craft 
supplies.

● Students share the project in front of the 
class and the hanger people are displayed in 
the hallway.

http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-RA6kYsjevew/T8gKx5XkLnI/AAAAAAAAByQ/AxCOCQ9LZDY/s1600/023.JPG


Essay Questions 

● I try to write essay questions on tests that require knowledge from both language arts and social studies. 

Example: “How was the ride of John Parke and the ride of Paul Revere similar?”  

● By doing this students develop a better understanding of how the content areas are connected.  They start to 

comment on how concepts are related, how reading is helping them in their content area classes, and how 

writing is “easy” because they already covered this topic in social studies. 



Historical Fiction Document Formatting 
● The purpose is to show students that the format our 

nation’s documents often follow the format that we teach 
today in school!

● Example:
○ Declaration of Independence- Persuasive Essay

■ Introduction-Preamble
■ Body Paragraphs- Evidence against the king
■ Closing- Statement of independence

http://www.sethkaller.com/images/extras/Declarationw.png


Historical Fiction Literature Circle Unit 

● Students are ability grouped based on their reading levels.  
● Each group is reading a different historical fiction book, and doing literature circle packets 

each evening.  
● During class the kids discuss their “job” from the previous night, and discuss the book.
● While I do many different genres of literature circles during the year, when we do 

historical fiction, we do books that relate to what is being taught in social studies. 
● I like this unit, because while we read many on level novels throughout the year, this gives 

the kids an opportunity to read, discuss, and look at in-depth, a novel at their personal level.



Question Tub 
● The tub has 35 question mark-

shaped sticks with comprehension 
questions

● Can be used for small-group or 
whole-class literary discussions. 

● Even color-coded by key standards—so 
it couldn’t be easier to target skills 

http://www.lakeshorelearning.com/media/images/products/full/ff887_f.jpg


Reading Passages 

● When we practice reading comprehension passages, I try to pick at least one each week that relates to what 

they are studying in social studies.

● I number the paragraphs in each passage, to prepare the kids for ISTEP, then I add a question that refers 

to a specific paragraph.

● I use www.newsela.com because you can change the lexiles levels,, also many of the passages are informational.

● Text features are a HUGE part of all four ISTEP testing areas: ELA, Math, Science, and Social Studies

● Write questions on in class activities, tests, etc. using many different examples that the kids CANNOT find the 

answers to from the readings.  This forces them to be looking for answers within the features.

http://www.newsela.com


Activity: Make and Take Bookmarks 

● This is a great activity to do independently, with a partner, with a small group, or whole 
class. 

● This can be done after each chapter, at the end of a book, or simply when someone has 
extra time.

● I have the kids start at level one, and use a paperclip to mark their spot. 
● Once they answer the question, they can move on to the next one.  They have to finish a 

whole level before they can move on to the next level. 
● Once they reach level four, I allow them to only complete three of the activities before 

they can move onto the next level. 
● I have made a set for fiction texts, but also a set for nonfiction, which can be used after 

reading social studies content. 



Activity: Grade Level Activity Planning 
● We’re better together!
● Meet up with people that share your 

same grade level
● Together, come up with ideas for a 

project or lesson that would integrate 
both language arts and social studies 
standards

● With the standards provided to you, 
state what social studies and language 
arts standards your project(s) and/or 
lesson(s) meet and how?

http://www.newschools.org/wp/wp-content/uploads/Teacher_Collaboration-450x333.jpg

